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ABSTRACT

At least one example embodiment discloses a method for
generating a touchscreen display. The method includes estab
lishing a run screen on the touchscreen display, the run screen
associated with a function of a work vehicle, configuring the
run screen with a retractable toolbar, the retractable toolbar
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responsive to an action of a user of the touch screen display
and deployable over a first portion of the run screen upon the
action of the user and otherwise hiding to display a second
portion of the run screen, the second portion of the run screen
being at least a majority portion of the run screen and defining
one or more transient user-definable buttons on the retractable
toolbar associated with at least one of the function and the run
SCC.
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RETRACTING SHORTCUT BARS, STATUS
SHORTCUTS AND EDT RUN PAGE SETS

Oct. 2, 2014

includes establishing a first run screen associated with a first
function of a work vehicle and establishing a second run
screen associated with a second function of the work vehicle

PRIORITY

0001. This non-provisional application claims priority
under 35 U.S.C. S 119 to provisional application No. 61/806,
642 filed Mar. 29, 2013; the entire contents of which are

hereby incorporated by reference.

distinct from the first function and defining an order of
appearance of the first run screen and the second run screen
within a set of run screens that allows a user to select a run

screen in the set of run screens that are displayable in accor
dance with the defined order.

FIELD

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

0002 Example embodiments are related to displays
including touch screen displays for work vehicles such as
off-road work vehicles, agricultural machines, forestry
machines, construction machines and heavy equipment.

00.10 Example embodiments will be more clearly under
stood from the following detailed description taken in con
junction with the accompanying drawings. FIGS. 1-11E rep
resent non-limiting, example embodiments as described

BACKGROUND

0011 FIG. 1A illustrates a vehicle according to an
example embodiment;
0012 FIG. 1B illustrates a system of a vehicle according
to an example embodiment;
0013 FIGS. 2A-2B illustrate a set of run pages for ten inch
screen according to an example embodiment;
0014 FIGS. 3A-3B illustrate a set of run pages for seven
inch screen according to an example embodiment;
0015 FIG. 4A illustrates an example embodiment of a

0003. Many work vehicles include displays for displaying
a status of the vehicle and various functions of the vehicle.

Many of these displays are operated by physical buttons and
Subject to requirements set by a standard.
SUMMARY

0004 At least one example embodiment discloses a
retractable shortcut bar for a touchscreen display. The retract
able shortcut bar may be a component located at a bottom of
a screen. The retractable shortcut bar may serve as a container
for shortcut buttons serving various user interface functions.
0005. At least one example embodiment discloses an edit
run page set overlay. The edit run page set overlay may
include design components for editing a current run page set.
The edit run page set overlay gives the user the ability to
change the name of the current run page set and to add,
remove, and reorder pages within the run page set.
0006. At least one example embodiment discloses a status
shortcut for a touch screen display. The status shortcut is a
component that may be located on a shortcut bar. The status
shortcut allows an operator to observe and/or toggle the status
of an application feature without opening the application.
0007. At least one example embodiment discloses a
method for generating a touch screen display. The method
includes establishing a run screen on the touchscreen display,

herein.

screen with a shortcut bar retracted;

0016 FIGS. 4B-4C illustrate example embodiments of a
screen with a shortcut bar extended;

(0017 FIGS.5A-5E illustrate an example embodiment of a
status shortcut button;
0018 FIG. 6 illustrates a menu according to an example
embodiment;
0019 FIGS. 7A-7C illustrate a layout manager according
to an example embodiment;
0020 FIG. 8 illustrates a select dashboard display accord
ing to an example embodiment;
0021 FIGS.9A-9C illustrate run page set displays accord
ing to an example embodiment;
(0022 FIGS. 10A-10J illustrates an example embodiment
of adding and editing a run page; and
0023 FIGS. 11A-11E illustrates an example embodiment
of adding and editing a shortcut bar.

the run screen associated with a function of a work vehicle,

configuring the run screen with a retractable toolbar, the
retractable toolbar responsive to an action of a user of the
touchscreen display and deployable over a first portion of the
run screen upon the action of the user and otherwise hiding to
display a second portion of the run screen, the second portion
of the run screen being at least a majority portion of the run
screen and defining one or more transient user-definable but
tons on the retractable toolbar associated with at least one of
the function and the run screen.

0008. At least one example embodiment discloses a
method for managing a display of a display system. The
method includes establishing a run screen associated with a
first function of a work vehicle, providing a location-deter
mining receiver for potential guidance of the work vehicle,
establishing a plurality of performance states associated with
at least one of the location-determining receiver and a guid
ance controller and displaying one or more of the perfor
mance states by corresponding visually displayable states
without changing to another screen of the display.
0009. At least one example embodiment discloses a
method for generating a touch screen display. The method

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

0024. Various example embodiments will now be
described more fully with reference to the accompanying
drawings in which some example embodiments are illus
trated.

0025. Accordingly, while example embodiments are
capable of various modifications and alternative forms,
embodiments thereof are shown by way of example in the
drawings and will herein be described in detail. It should be
understood, however, that there is no intent to limit example
embodiments to the particular forms disclosed, but on the
contrary, example embodiments are to cover all modifica
tions, equivalents, and alternatives falling within the scope of
the claims. Like numbers refer to like elements throughout
the description of the figures.
0026. It will be understood that, although the terms first,
second, etc. may be used herein to describe various elements,
these elements should not be limited by these terms. These
terms are only used to distinguish one element from another.
For example, a first element could be termed a second ele
ment, and, similarly, a second element could be termed a first
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element, without departing from the scope of example
embodiments. As used herein, the term “and/or” includes any
and all combinations of one or more of the associated listed
items.

0027. It will be understood that when an element is
referred to as being “connected' or “coupled to another
element, it can be directly connected or coupled to the other
element or intervening elements may be present. In contrast,
when an element is referred to as being “directly connected
or “directly coupled to another element, there are no inter
vening elements present. Other words used to describe the
relationship between elements should be interpreted in a like
fashion (e.g., “between versus “directly between.” “adja
cent versus “directly adjacent, etc.).
0028. The terminology used herein is for the purpose of
describing particular embodiments only and is not intended to
be limiting of example embodiments. As used herein, the
singular forms “a” “an and “the are intended to include the
plural forms as well, unless the context clearly indicates oth
erwise. It will be further understood that the terms “com

prises.” “comprising.” “includes” and/or “including, when
used herein, specify the presence of stated features, integers,
steps, operations, elements and/or components, but do not
preclude the presence or addition of one or more other fea
tures, integers, steps, operations, elements, components and/
or groups thereof.
0029. It should also be noted that in some alternative
implementations, the functions/acts noted may occur out of
the order noted in the figures. For example, two figures shown
in Succession may in fact be executed Substantially concur
rently or may sometimes be executed in the reverse order,
depending upon the functionality/acts involved.
0030 Unless otherwise defined, all terms (including tech
nical and Scientific terms) used herein have the same meaning
as commonly understood by one of ordinary skill in the art to
which example embodiments belong. It will be further under
stood that terms, e.g., those defined in commonly used dic
tionaries, should be interpreted as having a meaning that is
consistent with their meaning in the context of the relevant art
and will not be interpreted in an idealized or overly formal
sense unless expressly so defined herein.
0031 Portions of example embodiments and correspond
ing detailed description are presented in terms a processor
specifically programmed to execute Software, or algorithms
and symbolic representations of operation on data bits within
a computer memory. These descriptions and representations
are the ones by which those of ordinary skill in the art effec
tively convey the substance of their work to others of ordinary
skill in the art. An algorithm, as the term is used here, and as
it is used generally, is conceived to be a self-consistent
sequence of steps leading to a result. The steps are those
requiring physical manipulations of physical quantities. Usu
ally, though not necessarily, these quantities take the form of
optical, electrical, or magnetic signals capable of being
stored, transferred, combined, compared, and otherwise
manipulated. It has proven convenient at times, principally
for reasons of common usage, to refer to these signals as bits,
values, elements, symbols, characters, terms, numbers, or the
like.

0032. In the following description, illustrative embodi
ments will be described with reference to acts and symbolic
representations of operations (e.g., in the form of flowcharts)
that may be implemented as program modules or functional
processes including routines, programs, objects, compo
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nents, data structures, etc., that perform particular tasks or
implement particular abstract data types and may be imple
mented using existing hardware. Such existing hardware may
include one or more Central Processing Units (CPUs), digital
signal processors (DSPs), application-specific-integrated
circuits, field programmable gate arrays (FPGAs) computers
or the like.

0033. It should be borne in mind, however, that all of these
and similar terms are to be associated with the appropriate
physical quantities and are merely convenient labels applied
to these quantities. Unless specifically stated otherwise, or as
is apparent from the discussion, terms such as “processing or
“computing or “calculating or “determining or “display
ing’ or the like, refer to the action and processes of a computer
system, or similar electronic computing device, that manipu
lates and transforms data represented as physical, electronic
quantities within the computer system's registers and memo
ries into other data similarly represented as physical quanti
ties within the computer system memories or registers or
other Such information storage, transmission or display
devices.

0034. Note also that the software implemented aspects of
example embodiments are typically encoded on some form of
tangible (or recording) storage medium or implemented over
Some type of transmission medium. The tangible storage
medium may be magnetic (e.g., a floppy disk or a hard drive)
or optical (e.g., a compact disk read only memory, or "CD
ROM), and may be read only or random access.
0035. The term implement may refer to a particular piece
of equipment or function of the vehicle including a plow,
tillage equipment, harvesting head, planter and sprayer.
0036 FIG. 1A illustrates a vehicle 60 in which at least one
example embodiment is implemented. The vehicle 60
includes a display system 105 including a display 115. The
display 115 may display any features or parameters of the
vehicle 60, including, for example, speed and heading infor
mation. The display 115 may be used to enter user preference
parameters described in further detail below. For example, the
display 115 may be used to establish a retracting shortcut bar,
status shortcuts and edit run page sets.
0037. Features of the display system 105 are described in
further detail with regard to FIG. 1B.
0038 FIG. 1B illustrates a system of a vehicle according
to an example embodiment. The vehicle may be a work
vehicle Such as an off-road work vehicle, agricultural
machine, forestry machine, construction machine or heavy
equipment vehicle. However, example embodiments are not
limited thereto and may be implemented in other types of
vehicles.

0039. The system 100 includes electronic modules, soft
ware modules, or both. In an example embodiment, the sys
tem 100 includes a display system 105 to support storing,
processing or execution of Software instructions of one or
more software modules. The display system 105 is indicated
by the dashed lines in FIG. 1B. It should be understood that
the system 100 may include other systems configured to
Support storing, processing or execution of software instruc
tions of one or more software modules in the functioning of
the machine. However, for the sake of brevity, they will not be
described understanding that FIG.1B is not limited just to the
features shown in FIG. 1B.

0040. The lines that are interconnecting the aforemen
tioned devices may be physical data paths, logical data paths,
or both. Physical data paths are defined by transmission lines
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or data buses. Data buses may be, for example, Control Area
Network (CAN) buses or ISO buses. Logical data paths may
comprise logical or virtual communications that take place
within software or between software modules.

0041. The display system 105 is configured receive data
regarding systems (e.g., steering system 212, braking system
214, propulsion system 216, vehicle sensor(s) 218), compo
nents and implements via a communications interface 110 in
the display system 105 that accesses a vehicle data bus 210.
The vehicle data bus 210 may be a controller area network
(CAN) data bus, for example.
0042. The communications interface 110 may receive and
transmit messages containing further data to/from the vehicle
data bus 210 Such as, for example, the steering system 212,
braking system 214, propulsion system 216, vehicle sensor(s)
218 or other controller of the vehicle connected on the data

bus. The messages may be implemented using a protocol Such
as CAN. The messages may contain data including opera
tional parameters or other parameters related to the vehicle
provided by the sensors 218, for example, temperature
gauges, magnetic wheel speed sensors, traction control sen
Sors, etc.

0043. Each of the steering system 212, braking system 214
and propulsion system 216 receives commands from and
communicates data to a steering controller 222, braking con
troller 224 and propulsion controller 226, respectively.
0044) The steering system 212 cooperatively operates
with the steering controller 222 to control the steering of the
vehicle. For example, if a user of the vehicle selects a certain
track (route) to follow, the steering controller 222 receives
commands from a guidance system 230 and controls the
steering system 212 such that the vehicle follows the selected
route. Moreover, the steering controller 222 may control the
steering system 212 in a conventional manner when a user is
manually driving. The steering system 212 may be an elec
trical steering system, a drive-by-wire steering system, an
electro-hydraulic steering system, or a hydraulic steering sys
tem with an electronic control interface, for example.
0045. The vehicle data bus 210 provides signals to the
steering controller 222 from the display system 105. For
example, the vehicle data bus 210 may provide signals includ
ing CAN messages to the steering controller 222. The mes
sages may include, for example, commands such as steering
angle commands or position data.
0046. The braking system 214 cooperatively operates with
the braking controller 224 to control the braking of the
vehicle. For example, if a user of the vehicle selects a certain
track (route) to follow, braking controller 224 receives com
mands from the guidance system 230 and controls the braking
system 214 to brake when the vehicle is approaching a turn.
Moreover, the braking controller 224 may control the braking
system 214 in a conventional manner when a user is manually
driving.
0047. The propulsion controller 226 cooperatively oper
ates with the propulsion system 216 to control the propulsion
of the vehicle. The propulsion may be any known motor or
engine, for example. For example, if a user of the vehicle
selects a certain track (route) to follow, propulsion controller
226 receives commands from the guidance system 230 and
controls the propulsion system 216 to move the vehicle along
the selected route. Moreover, the propulsion controller 226
may control the propulsion system 216 in a conventional
manner when a user is manually driving.
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0048. As described above, the steering controller 222,
braking controller 224 and propulsion controller 226 commu
nicate with the guidance system 230. The steering controller
222, braking controller 224 and propulsion controller 226
may communicate with the guidance system 230 through a
secondary data bus or transmission line 235. The guidance
system 230 provides information to the steering controller
222, braking controller 224 and propulsion controller 226
regarding location and route. Moreover, the guidance system
230 is connected to the vehicle data bus 210 and obtains data

and commands regarding which location and route to follow,
for example. The guidance system 230 may be a Global
Positioning System (GPS) system or another type of guidance
system.

0049. The guidance system 230 may automatically steer
the vehicle in accordance with a path plan (e.g., linear path or
contour) based on GPS position measurements or navigation
system measurements.

0050. A location determining receiver 240 is connected to
the vehicle data bus 210, as well. The location determining
receiver 240 may be a GPS receiver, for example. The loca
tion determining receiver 240 transmits the location to the
display system 105 and guidance system 230 through the
vehicle data bus 210. The location-determining receiver 240
may provide one or more of the following data types: position
data (e.g., expressed as geographic coordinates), Velocity
data, and acceleration data. Velocity data further comprises
speed data and heading data for the vehicle. The location
determining receiver 240 transmits the data to the display
system 105 and guidance system 230 through the vehicle data
bus 210. The aforementioned data may further be displayed
on the display 115 of the display system 105.
0051. The vehicle may include various actuators 220. For
example, an electrical steering system or a drive-by-wire
steering system may include an electric motor or actuator that
is mechanically coupled to rotate or steer at least one wheel of
the vehicle.

0052. As described, the display system 105, transmits and
receives data regarding the vehicle through the communica
tions interface 110. The communications interface is con
nected to a data bus 112. In addition to the communications

interface 110, the display 115 and the data bus 112, the
display system 105 further includes a processor 120 and a
data storage device 125.
0053. The communications interface 110, the display 115,
the data bus 112, the processor 120 and the data storage
device 125 are connected to the data bus 112 and are config
ured to communicate through the data bus 112.
0054 The processor 120 implements algorithms and other
functionality of the display system 105 described in further
detail below.

0055. The processor 120 may be any type of processor
configured to execute program codes such as those stored in
the data storage device 125.
0056. In an example embodiment, the processor 120 may
include an electronic data processor, a digital signal proces
Sor, microprocessor, a microcontroller, a programmable logic
array, a logic circuit, an arithmetic logic unit, an application
specific integrated circuit, a digital signal processor, a pro
portional-integral-derivative (PID) controller, or another data
processing device.
0057 The data storage device 125 may include any mag
netic, electronic, or optical device for storing data. For
example, the data storage device 125 may include an elec
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tronic data storage device, an electronic memory, non-volatile
electronic random access memory, one or more electronic
data registers, data latches, a magnetic disc drive, a hard disc
drive, an optical disc drive, or the like. The processor 120
outputs results of algorithms and other functionality of the
display system 105 to the data bus 112.
0058. The data storage device 125 may store user profile
data 126 and application module data 127. The user profile
data 126 may include data representing a skill level of the user
and authorization level of the user. For example, the skill level
may be beginner, intermediate and advanced. The application
module data 127, which is Run Screen Module or software

module that is dedicated or programmed to perform, monitor
and/or control a certain work task (e.g., planting, seeding,
spraying, harvesting, leveling, tilling) of the work vehicle,
includes data for the display 115 to display run screens and
organizes run screens according to sets, as will be described in
further detail below.

0059. The processor 120 includes a shortcut manager 121,
emulator 122 and run screen manager 123. The shortcut man
ager 121 manages the shortcut abilities of the display 115
such as the shortcut bar 116. The emulator 122 emulates other

buttons on the display 115 that were conventionally repre
sented by physical controls. With the shortcut manager 121,
the emulator 122 emulates replaced user physical controls.
The run screen manager 123 retrieves run screens and sets of
run screens based on an action of the user. Moreover, the run

screen manager 123 organizes the run screen modules into
sets. The sets of run screen modules may be dictated by a
user's selection and/or programmed by a manufacturer of the
display system 105.
0060. The display 115 may be a touch screen display with
a user interface 117. The user interface 117 may act as a touch
controller. The user interface 117 may communicate the
actions of the user (e.g., touch) to the processor 120 through
the data bus 112. While actions by the user are often described
as touching, it should be understood that the user interface
117 may operate based on voice commands and/or other
objects (e.g., stylus) touching the display. Moreover, other
possible gestures include double tap, drag/slide, flick, nudge,
pinch and spread. The display 115 displays the shortcut bar,
status indicator 118 and run screen 119, as is illustrated in
FIGS 2A-3B.

0061 Run Pages
0062. The terms run pages, run screens and dashboards
may be used interchangeably.
0063. At least one example embodiment discloses an edit
run page set overlay. The edit run page set overlay may
include design components for editing a current run page set.
The edit run page set overlay gives the user the ability to
change the name of the current run page set and to add,
remove, and reorder pages within the run page set.
0064. A run screen provides a dedicated functionality or
set of functions for a machine. Such as planting, tilling, har
vesting, spraying or another agricultural or other work task.
Further, the run screen may provide diagnostics, or status
messages on different components, systems, or the vehicle, or
its implements (attached or operable connected to the
vehicle).
0065 Run screens are customizable with modular content
for the display of vehicle status and control information. Run
screens have custom user-programmable controls (e.g., guid
ance control) for vehicle components, systems or features that
previously required separate physical controls (e.g., joystick,
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dials, levers, knobs or Switches). Advantageously, the vehicle
manufacturer does not need to provide physical controls for
less popular or seldom ordered options on vehicles (e.g., front
power take-off shaft on a tractor) because the display system
can be customized to produce data messages that emulate
Such physical controls in communication with the vehicle
data bus 210 (e.g., CAN data bus or ISO data bus).
0066. The user may reprogram the vehicle to only have
controls (icon buttons on the toolbar) that are relevant to a task
at hand and the particular version of the vehicle, for a particu
lar user, or for a particular season (e.g., harvesting buttons
may be temporarily deleted for Spring planting, Fall Run
screens can be optimized for harvesting, planting winter
wheat or tillage; Spring Run Screens can be adjusted for
tillage, fertilizing or planting; Summer Run Screens can be
optimized for spraying).
0067 FIGS. 2A-2B illustrate a set of run pages for a ten
inch screen according to an example embodiment. FIGS.
3A-3B illustrate a set of run pages for a seven inch screen
according to an example embodiment.
0068. In FIG. 2A, a first run page for spraying is displayed
on the display 115. In FIG.2B, a second run page for spraying
is displayed on the display 115. Edit page sets may be created
by the run screen manager 123. Each edit run page set may be
associated with a function and/or user. Example functions
include planting, a spraying, and a harvesting.
0069. The run screen manager 123 is configured to estab
lish the set of run screens in a temporal sequence for perform
ing seasonal operations in an agricultural field.
0070 Moreover, a set of run pages may include a Spring
run page, a Summer run page and a Fall run page, wherein
each run page is associated with one or more seasonal work
tasks in the foregoing sequential order of display.
0071. In an example embodiment, the first and second run
pages are selected by the user from a list consistent with a
vehicle profile of the vehicle. In an example embodiment, the
list is stored in the data storage device 125 associated with the
display 115. In another example embodiment, includes
accessing the list is accessed via one of the vehicle data bus
210 and the data bus 112 (ISO data bus).
0072. In an example embodiment, the first and second run
pages are selected by the user from a list consistent with an
implement profile for the vehicle. In an example embodiment,
the implement profile is stored in the data storage device 125
associated with the display 115. In another example embodi
ment, the list is accessed via one of the vehicle data bus 210

and data bus 112 (ISO data bus).
0073. In an example embodiment, the first and second run
pages are selected by the user from a list consistent with a user
profile of the vehicle. In an example embodiment, the user
profile is stored in the data storage device 125 associated with
the display 115. In another example embodiment, includes
accessing the list is accessed via one of the vehicle data bus
210 and data bus 112 (ISO data bus). The user profiles can be
programmed to change with the seasons, such as having a Fall
Run Screen, a Winter Run Screen and a Spring Run Screen
and a Summer Run Screen.

(0074. In FIGS. 2A-2B, the user interface 117 produces a
toggle 260 so a user may toggle between run pages in the set
of run pages. The toggle 260 includes a right navigation
button 260b and a left navigation button 260a. The user
touches the right navigation button 260b to go to a next run
page in the set. The taps the left navigation button 260a to a
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previous run page in the set. Since the run pages shown in
FIGS. 2A-2B are both directed to spraying the run pages may
be in the same set.

0075 Additionally, the user interface produces a short cut
bar 270. The shortcut bar 270 includes one or more transient
user-definable buttons 270a-270m on the short cut bar 270.

The buttons 270a-270n may be programmed by a manufac
turer and then altered by the user. The short cut bar 270 is
described in greater detail below.
0076. The button 270a opens an application for setting up
a field operation by selecting vehicle, implement, field, and
crop. The button 270b indicates the state of field operation
recording and allows the operator to manually toggling the
recording state on and off. The button 270c indicates the state
of the automatic guidance system and allows the operator to
toggle activation on and off. The button 270d opens the auto
matic guidance application. The button 270e indicates the
state of the automatic section control and opens the applica
tion for changing settings for automatic section control. The
button 270f opens a ISO 11783 part 6 virtual terminal appli
cation. The button 270g opens the application that allows
adjustment of display brightness and speaker Volume. The
button 270m opens an on-line help application.
0077 FIG. 2A illustrates a run page for spraying as
applied produced by the user interface 117. As shown, the
user interface 117 produces a title text area 252 and an iden
tifier 250 for the field where the vehicle is present. Moreover,
the display 115 shown in FIG. 2A includes a guidance portion
255 which illustrates the current track and track spacing. The
user interface 117 produces a map portion 265 which illus
trates the path of the vehicle.
0078. In addition, the run page includes sections for fuel
267 and load depth 269.
0079. It should be understood, that the user interface 117
produces the field identifier 250, the guidance portion 255 and
the sections for fuel 267 and load depth 269 by the user
selecting the field identifier 250, the guidance portion 255 and
the sections for fuel 267 and load depth 269 as parts of the run
page for spraying. The operator may select different compo
nents to occupy the run page, including the option of leaving
Some areas unpopulated. The system ships with a standard set
of run pages designed to serve as a starting point for this
customization.

0080 FIG. 2B illustrates a run page for spraying overview
produced by the user interface 117. As shown in FIG.2B the
user interface 117 produces a guidance section 280. The
guidance section 280 provides an overview of the current
track and map of the vehicle. The user interface 117 also
includes an operating overview section 290 which displays an
amount of fuel remaining, a speed of the vehicle and amount
of fuel used per amount of time, for example.
I0081. A section 285, including buttons 272 is an ISO
11783 part 6 virtual terminal application. A square central
area of 480x480 pixels is a data region, while the area encom
passing buttons 272 is a soft key region.
0082 Multiple run pages may be grouped together into a
run page set. Because both displays in FIGS. 2A-2B illustrate
spraying run pages, a user may group the spraying run pages
into a run page set. Editing run page sets is described in
further detail below. A user may select a run page by touching
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retractable short cut button 370. As will be further described

below, the retractable short cut bar includes one or more

transient user-definable buttons 270a-270n. The buttons may
be programmed by a manufacturer and then altered by the
USC.

I0084 FIG. 3A illustrates a run page for spraying as
applied produced by the user interface 117. As shown, the
user interface 117 produces an identifier 350 for the field
where the vehicle is present. Moreover, the display 115
shown in FIG. 3A includes a guidance portion 355, which
illustrates the current track and track spacing. The user inter
face 117 also produces a map portion365 which illustrates the
path of the vehicle and a coverage overview 370. The map
portion 365 may be 480x480 pixels.
0085. It should be understood, that the user interface 117
produces the field identifier 350, the guidance portion355 and
the coverage overview 370 by the user selecting the field
identifier 350, the guidance portion 355 and the coverage
overview 370 as parts of the run page for spraying. Alterna
tively, the run page may be established by the manufacturer.
I0086 FIG. 3B illustrates a run page for spraying overview
produced by the user interface 117. Section 386 illustrates a
condensed guidance view. Section 388 illustrates a module
displaying the status of the hydraulic control valves. Pressing
any of the vertical bars (I-V) will allow the user to set the flow
rate and duration for that valve. Section 390 illustrates a rear

hitch position and settings. Section 392 illustrates engine
power as a function of full power. Sections 394 and 396 show
a value of machine parameters, including radar speed, wheel
speed, fuel level and diesel exhaust fluid (DEF) level. Section
398 illustrates a speed for each field cruise setting.
I0087. Because both displays in FIGS. 3A-3B illustrate
spraying run pages, a user may group the spraying run pages
into a run page set. A user may navigate through the run page
set by pressing the navigation button 360.
0088. As shown in FIGS. 2A-3B, the user interface 117
also produces a menu button 262. When a user touches the
menu button 262, the user interface launches a menu stored in

the data storage device 125 on the display 115. The menu may
include a list of applications to select Such as guidance,
reports work performed, vehicle monitoring and ISO (Inter
national Organization for Standardization) virtual terminal.
I0089. The user interface 117 is also configured to produce
a status information bar 264 and 364 in FIGS. 2A-2B and

3A-3B, respectively. When a user touches one of the status
information bars 264 and 364, the user interface 117 launches

a status center stored in the data storage device 125. The status
center stores data regarding messages, Software downloaded
and network connections, such a Wi-Fi.

0090. By using the user interface 117, a user may create,
edit or delete a run page; create, edit or delete a run page set;
select a run page/run page set to view; navigate through a run
page set, access a menu, and view status information.
0091. By exchanging information with the user interface
117, the processor 120 is configured to establish a first run
screen associated with a first function of a work vehicle and
establish a second run screen associated with a second func
tion of the work vehicle distinct from the first function and

define an order of appearance of the first run screen and the
second run screen within a set of run screens that allows a user

the title text area 252.

to select a run screen in the set of run screens that are display

I0083. In FIGS. 3A-3B, the user interface 117 produces a
toggle 360 so a user may toggle between run pages in the set
of run pages. Additionally, the user interface produces a

able in accordance with the defined order.

0092. In example embodiment, the order of appearance is
a user-definable sequence.
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0093. In example embodiment, the defining defines the
order of appearance Such that the order permits the user to
toggle through the set of run screens.
0094. In example embodiment, the run screen manager
123 may select a run page to delete from the set of run screens
based on the user using the user interface 117.
0095. In example embodiment, the run screen manager
123 may add a third run screen in any position within the set
to change the order of appearance of run screens within the set
based on the user using the user interface 117. The run screen
manager 123 may change the order of the appearance of the
run screens within the set.

0096. Retractable Toolbar
0097. A retractable shortcut bar may be a component
located at a bottom of a screen. The retractable shortcut bar

serves as a container for shortcut buttons serving various user
interface functions. The shortcut bar allows one-touch access

to commonly used functions of the vehicle. The retractable
shortcut bar allows for a display of state indicators and system
toggles. The retractable shortcut bar allows for access to
low-take-rate vehicle and implement features without the
costs and clutter of physical buttons.
0098. In an example embodiment, the retracting feature
allows the shortcut bar to remain hidden, permitting use of a
480x480 pixel map module or a full 480x480 pixel ISO
11783 part 6 virtual terminal.
0099. As shown, in FIGS. 2A-2B, the shortcut bar 270
may be at the bottom of the display 115 in an example
embodiment.

0100. In an example embodiment, such as the seven inch
screen shown in FIGS. 3A-3B, a shortcut bar may be retract
able. The terms, toolbar and shortcut bar, may be used inter
changeably.
0101 FIG. 4A illustrates an example embodiment of a
screen with the shortcut bar retracted and FIGS. 4B-4C illus

trate example embodiments of the screen with the shortcut bar
extended.

0102 FIG. 4A illustrates a run page with a shortcut button
410. As shown in FIG. 4A, a shortcut bar is not extended.
(0103 FIG. 4B illustrates a shortcut bar 412 extended with

two definable buttons for tracking a vehicle's movement 415
and for GPS guidance along a route 420. As shown, the
shortcut bar 412 extends into a portion (e.g., first portion) of
display area 425. The display area 425 may be defined by a
standard. For example, the display area 425 may be a reserved
area of 480 pixels by 480 pixels (e.g., second portion), which
is defined by ISO. Consequently, the shortcut bar 412 extends
over a portion of the reserved area.
0104. The shortcut bar 412 becomes extended upon the
user pressing the shortcut button 410. Based on the user's
action, the user interface 117 communicates with the proces
sor 120 to access the shortcut manager 121. The processor
provides the user interface 117 with the data regarding the
shortcut bar 412, such as the buttons within the shortcut bar
412. As shown, when the shortcut bar 412 becomes extended,

an “X” icon appears. By a user pressing the “X”, the user
interface 117 retracts the shortcut bar 412. Additionally or
alternatively, the shortcut bar 412 disappears after a timer
initiated at the time of deployment expires such that the
second portion of the run screen is displayed.
0105 FIG. 4C illustrates an example embodiment show
ing a shortcut bar 450 with six definable buttons.
0106 The processor 120 is configured to establish a run
screen on the touchscreen display 115 that is associated with
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a function of a work vehicle. The processor 120 instructs the
user interface 117 to configure the run screen with a retract
able toolbar. The retractable toolbar is deployed by the user
interface in response to an action of a user of the touch screen
display and deployable over a first portion of the run screen
upon the action of the user and otherwise hides to display a
second portion of the run screen, the second portion of the run
screen being at least a majority portion of the run screen.
0107 As described in further detail below, the definable
buttons may be programmed initially by the manufacturer
and/or selected by the user. The buttons on the retractable
toolbar 412 areassociated with at least one of the function and
the run screen.

0108. The processor is configured to allocate high priority
status data associated with the function to a region other than
the first portion of the run screen and allocate lower priority
status data associated with the function to first portion of the
run screen. Consequently, the high priority status data is not
covered by the shortcut bar 412 is extended.
0109 The user-definable buttons may be selected by the
user and/or processor 120 from at least one of a list and a
menu based on status data displayed on the run screen.
0110. The user-definable buttons may be selected by the
user and/or processor 120 from a list of options that are
consistent with a vehicle profile of the vehicle. The vehicle
profile may be stored in the data storage device 125 associated
with the display.
0111. The processor 120 may access the list of options
through the vehicle data bus 210 and/or the data bus 112.
0112 The user-definable buttons may be selected by the
user and/or processor 120 from a list of options consistent
with the profile of the user.
0113. A run screen provides a dedicated functionality or
set of functions for a machine. Such as planting, tilling, har
vesting, spraying or another agricultural or other work task.
Further, the run screen may provide diagnostics, or status
messages on different components, systems, or the vehicle, or
its implements (attached or operable connected to the
vehicle).
0114. As described, when a user touches, taps, selects or
activates the shortcut button 410, the toolbar is deployed with
one or more user-definable buttons. The toolbar can be set to

disappear after the expiration of timer or only when closed by
a user (e.g., by touching, tapping, selecting or activating a
close “X” symbol). When the shortcut bar 412 is inactive, the
user can enjoy the full screen to display other information.
0115 The user may use the toolbar or program it with links
to custom user-programmable controls (e.g., run screens) for
vehicle components, systems or features that previously
required separate physical controls (e.g., joystick, dials,
levers, knobs or Switches). Advantageously, the vehicle
manufacturer does not need to provide physical controls for
less popular or seldom ordered options on vehicles (e.g., front
power take-off shaft on a tractor) because the display system
105 can be customized to produce data messages that emulate
Such physical controls in communication with the vehicle
data bus (e.g., CAN data bus or ISO data bus).
0116 Status Shortcut
0117 The status shortcut is a component that may be
located on a shortcut bar. The status shortcut allows an opera
torto observe and/or toggle a status of an application feature
without opening the application. The status shortcut may be
added to the shortcut bar by a user.
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0118. The user interface 117 in conjunction with the pro
cessor 120 is configured to display buttons that provides both
a status of a function and control of the function.

0119 FIGS.5A-5E illustrate an example embodiment of a
status shortcut button that may be used in the shortcut bar 270
and the retractable shortcut bar 412. FIGS 5A-5E illustrate

various statuses of a guidance system, which is provided as
button 270c in FIG. 2A. The user interface 117 adjusts the
status of the buttons based on commands from the processor
120. The processor 120 is configured to monitor that status of
various functions of the vehicle through the communications
interface 110, as described above.

0120 FIG. 5A illustrates the status of the guidance sys
tem, when the guidance system is not installed. The icon in
FIG. 5A is shown by the user interface 117 in the shortcut bar
when the guidance system is installed in a system of the
vehicle.

0121 FIG.5B illustrates the status of the guidance system,
when the guidance system is installed. The icon in FIG. 5B is
shown by the user interface 117 in the shortcut bar when the
guidance system is installed in a system of the vehicle.
0122 FIG.5C illustrates the status of the guidance system,
when the guidance system is configured. The icon in FIG.5C
is shown by the user interface 117 in the shortcut bar when the
guidance system is setup in the system of the vehicle. This
includes specific routes, guidance the vehicle is to follow
and/or spacing the vehicle is to follow, for example.
0123 FIG. 5D illustrates the status of the guidance sys
tem, when the guidance system is enabled. The guidance
system is enabled when inputs are made and the guidance
system may be activated by pushing the button 270c.
0.124 FIG.5E illustrates the status of the guidance system,
when the guidance system is activated. The icon in FIG. 5E
indicates that the guidance system is in use. The user interface
117 shows the icon in FIG. 5E until the user deactivates the

guidance system, touches the steering wheel or other condi
tions (e.g., out of seat, off GPS path, etc.). For example, the
user interface 117 may transition from the icon shown in FIG.
5E to the icon shown in FIG. 5D when the user pushes the
button 270c to disengage the guidance system.
0.125. In an example embodiment, a different icon may be
displayed if the guidance system is off.
0126. The icons of FIGS. 5A-5E may transition in
response to a status message data provided by the location
determining receiver 240 and the guidance system 230.
0127. In addition to the guidance system 230, icons may
represent the status of at least one of planting, plowing, spray
ing and harvesting.
0128. The processor 120 is configured to establish a run
screen associated with a first function of a vehicle, provide a
location-determining receiver for potential guidance of the
work vehicle, establish a plurality of performance states asso
ciated with at least one of the location-determining receiver
and a guidance controller and display one or more of the
performance states by corresponding visually displayable
states without changing to another screen of the display.
0129. The processor 120 may issue a call from the display
system 105 to the guidance system 230, wherein the transition
of the icon occurs in response to data transmitted from the
guidance system 230 in reply to the call.
0130. In an example embodiment, the guidance system
230 is one of (1) continuously active in a background data
processing of the display system and (2) loaded into the data
storage device 125 for the data processor.
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I0131 The location-determining receiver 240 is coupled
directly or indirectly to the vehicle data bus 210 to support
communications with the display system 105. The display
system 105 can run multiple applications in the background
and may use any suitable windowing operating system. For
the guidance system 230 shortcut status, the status can be
retrieved and displayed in the button (e.g., 5 different states
possible) on the shortcut bar 270 or 412. The status is dis
played without displaying the entire guidance system 230
screen. A call regularly (e.g., after the expiration of a time
interval) made to a guidance system software module, a guid
ance system program module or Subroutine requests the
update of status information for the shortcut button.
(0132 Referring back to FIGS. 2A-2B and 3A-3B, when a
user presses the menu button 262, the processor 120 retrieves
the menu from the data storage device 125. The processor 120
then provides the display with the menu, which is shown in
FIG. 6. As shown in FIG. 6, the user may select settings,
applications, implements or system information to display. In
FIG. 6, applications are selected for display.
I0133. By using the user interface 117, a user may select
one of the applications being displayed. In an example
embodiment, the user selects a dashboard layout manager
application to may create, edit or delete a run page; create,
edit or delete a run page set; select a run page/run page set to
view; and navigate through a run page set.
I0134. When a user touches a dashboard layout manager
610, the user interface 117 provides the processor 120 with
the user's selection. The run screen manager 123, within the
processor 120, retrieves a layout manager application from
the data storage 125. The processor 120 then provides the
display 115 with a layout manager display, shown in FIG. 7A.
I0135. As shown in FIG. 7A, the user interface 117 pro
vides the user the ability to select dashboard sets 710a, short
cutbars 710b ordashboard libraries 710c for display. FIG.7A
illustrates an embodiment where the dashboard sets are

shown in a display area 725, FIG. 7B illustrates an embodi
ment with the shortcut bars are shown in the display area 725
and FIG. 7C illustrates an embodiment with the dashboard

library shown in the display area 725.
I0136. With the dashboard sets display shown in FIG. 7A,
the user may add a new dashboard set by pressing a button
730, duplicate a dashboard set by pressing a button 735, or
edit a dashboard set by pressing an edit button 740. The user
interface 117 displays the edit button 740 when a user touches
one of the dashboard sets displayed in the display area 725. If
the user selects the edit button 740, the processor 120
retrieves an edit dashboard set overlay shown in FIG.9A. The
editing of a dashboard is also described in greater detail
below, with reference to FIGS. 10A-10.J.
0.137 When a user selects to add a new dashboard set, the

user interface 117 provides the processor 120 with the user's
selection. The processor 120 retrieves the dashboard set man
agement overlay and provides the dashboard set management
overlay to the user interface 117, which is illustrated in FIGS.
9A-9C. The selection of the button 730, causes the display
115 to display the screen shown in FIG.9B.
0.138. When a user selects to duplicate a dashboard set, the
user interface 117 provides the processor 120 with the user's
selection. The selection of the button 735 causes the processor
120 to provided data to the display to display the screen
shown in FIG. 9C.

I0139 FIGS. 9A-9C are described in greater detail below.
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0140. Referring back to FIG. 2A, when a user presses the
title text area 252, the processor 120 retrieves select dash
board data from the data storage device 125. The processor
120 then provides the display 115 with the select dashboard
data, which is shown in FIG. 8.

0141. As shown in FIG. 8, the user may select may select
a dashboard within the run page set. The run page set is
identified in area 810 and a user may select one of the run
pages 815a, 815b and 815c that are displayed by the display
115. By tapping one of the run pages 815a, 815b and 815c, the
user interface 117 provides the processor 120 with the user's
selection. This causes the processor 120 to retrieve the
selected run page and provide the selected run page to the
display 115. If the user selects an edit button 810 (e.g., by
touching), the user interface 117 provides the processor 120
with the user's selection. This causes the processor 120 to
retrieve the dashboard set management overlay, which is
illustrated in FIGS. 9A-9C. The selection of the button 810,

causes the display 115 to display the screen shown in FIG.
9A.

0142. As shown in FIG.9A, a user may edit the dashboard
set name by touching area 910, select a shortcut bar to use
with dashboard set by touching area 920, edit, add, duplicate,
remove or reorder the dashboards. The processor 120
removes the dashboard set from the data storage device 125
when a user presses a delete button 930. When the user
touches the touching area 920, the processor 120 is config
ured to provide the user with a list of shortcut bars the user
may select for the dashboard set. Upon selecting a shortcut
bar, the processor 120 assigns the selected shortcut bar to the
dashboard set and the user interface 117 returns to the display
in FIG.9A.

0143. When a user selects a dashboard from a list of dash
boards 917, the user interface produces an edit button 935, a
duplicate button 940, a reorder button 945 and a delete button
950. To add a dashboard to the dashboard set, the user presses
button 955. Consequently, the user may add dashboards to a
set according to factors such as season and job type, for
example. The dashboards are saved in the data storage device
125.

0144. The user may reorder the dashboards within the set
by pressing the up/down arrows in the reorder button 945.
(0145 FIGS. 9B-9C illustrate similar functions as those
shown in FIG.9A except FIGS.9B-9C are for new dashboard
sets. Thus, for the sake of brevity, FIGS. 9B-9C will not be
described in greater detail.
0146 FIGS. 10A-10J illustrates an example embodiment
of adding and editing a dashboard for a 7x7 display.
0147 As described above, whenauser selects to add a new
dashboard, the user interface 117 via the processor 120, pro
duces the display shown in FIG. 10A.
0148 When creating a new dashboard, a module area
1005 is initially blank. The new dashboard includes the menu
icon 262, the retractable shortcut button370 and a save button
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0150. The recently used modules tab 1015a contains any
dashboard module that have been added to or removed from

a dashboard during a session. For example, a session may be
a period of time from a last restart to a next restart. The
contents of the recently used tab 1015a may be sorted with a
most recently used dashboard module at the top.
0151. A content area 1020 of each tab contains a title icon
grid with icons for each type of dashboard module that is
available within that category.
0152. In the add module overlay shown in FIG. 10B, the
user interface 117 displays a list of tractor controls in the
content area 1020.

0153. When a module is selected, the processor 120
retrieves an add module type overlay. FIG. 10C illustrates a
module type overlay for a single-valve overview.
0154) In FIG. 10C, the user interface 117 produces a pic
ture of the dashboard module 1025, a graphic to show the size
of the dashboard module 1030, a description of the elements
within the dashboard module and an add button. The proces
sor 120 determines what space the dashboard module may fit
into the dashboard. If the dashboard module will not fit in any
available space of the dashboard, the user interface 117 pro
duces a message and icon with the module graphic to notify
the user.

(O155 When the user selects the add button 1035, the pro
cessor 120 adds the selected module to the run screen by using
the run screen manager 123 and returns to the new dashboard
or edit dashboard overlay, as shown in FIG. 10D.
0156. In FIG. 10D, the user interface 117 produces the
new dashboard overlay with the selected module. Moreover,
the user interface 117 provides the user with buttons for
moving 1065 and adding a module 1010 in a message area
frame 1060. To move a module 1065, the user may select the
module 1065 by touching it. The user may move the module
1065 by dragging the module 1065 to a location within the
area 1005.

0157. When the user has finished moving the module
1065, the user interface 117 changes the message area frame
1606 to include a remove button 1067, as shown in FIG.10E.

The user may also edit the dashboard name by entering a
name in the dashboard name area 1070. To deselect the mod

ule 1065, the user touches the display 117 anywhere except on
the module 1065, which returns the user interface to the user
interface to FIG. 10F.

0158. A user may continue the same process to add more
dashboard modules until the module area 1005 is filled.

0159. When the processor 120 senses that an edit dash
board button is selected, the processor 120 causes the user
interface 117 to display an edit dashboard overly shown in
FIG 10G.

0160 The user may select a dashboard module by touch
ing the dashboard module. For example, the user may touch
the field module 1070. By sensing the user's selection, the
processor 120 provides data to and instructs the user interface

1002. When the user interface 117 senses that the save button

117 to allow the user to move or delete the selected field

1002 has been touched, the processor 120 saves the dash
board. The processor 120 is configured to retrieve and add
module overlay when the user selects the add module button
1010. The add module overlay is shown in FIG. 10B.
0149. The user interface 117 produces tabs 1015a, 105b,
1015c and 1015d in the add module overlay to select among
recently used modules, tractor controls, applications and sys

module 1070, as shown in FIG. 10H. If there is no space to

tem modules.

move the selected module, the user interface notifies the user

that no space is available, as shown in FIG. 10I.
0.161. In FIG. 10J, a portion of the display is removed by
the processor 120, which allows a user to move the field
module 1070, when the field module 1070 is selected by the
user. To deselect the field module 1070, the user taps any
where on the dashboard except on the module 1070.
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(0162. With the shortcut bars display shown in FIG.7B, the
user may add a new shortcut bar by pressing a button 745,
duplicate a shortcut bar by pressing a button 750, or edit a
shortcut bar set by pressing an edit button 760. The user
interface 117 display the edit button 760 when a user touches
one of the shortcut bars displayed in the display area 725. If
the user selects the edit button 760, the processor 120
retrieves an edit shortcut bar overlay. The editing of a shortcut
bar is described in greater detail below, with reference to
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(0173 When a user presses the add a shortcut button 1108
in either the edit shortcut bar overlay or the new/duplicate
shortcut bar overlay, the processor 120 provides the user
interface 117 to display an add shortcut overlay, as shown in
FIG 11E.

(0174. The user interface 117 produces tabs 1115a, 115b
and 1115c in the add shortcut overlay to select among
recently used modules, tractor settings and system shortcuts.
0.175. The recent used shortcuts tab 1115a contains any

FIGS 11 A-11E.

shortcut that have been added to or removed from a shortcut

0163 When a user selects to add a new shortcut bar or
duplicate a shortcut bar, the user interface 117 provides the
processor 120 with the user's selection.
0164. If the user selects a shortcut bar edit button, the
processor 120 retrieves the edit shortcut bar overlay. FIG.
11A illustrates an example edit shortcut bar overlay.
0.165. As shown in FIG. 11A, the user interface 117 dis
plays a name of the shortcut bar in area 1102. The shortcut bar
name may be change by pressing the edit button 1104. The
user interface 117 may display a keyboard for the user to use
to change the name of the shortcut bar.
0166 The user interface 117 also displays a graphic of the
shortcut bar 1106. When a shortcut bar is not filled by short
cuts, empty spaces of the shortcut bar are displayed as add
shortcut buttons 1108. Moreover, shortcuts within the short
cut bar 1106 may be moved in a similar manner as the dash

bar during a session. For example, a session may be a period

board modules. In other words the shortcuts within the short

cut bar 1106 may be moved by pressing and sliding the
shortcut to an empty area of the shortcut bar.
0167. The user interface 117 also illustrates an assigned
dashboard sets button 1112. By a user pressing the assigned
dashboard sets button 1112, the processor 120 permits the
user to view and edit the dashboard sets where the shortcut bar
is used.

0168 The processor 120 saves the shortcut bar in the data
storage 125 when a user presses a save button 1114. The
shortcut manager 121 manages the storage of the shortcut
bars.

0169 Moreover, by pressing a shortcut, the user interface
117 highlights the pressed shortcut and displays a remove
shortcut button 1110, which permits a user to delete the short
cut from the shortcut bar, as shown in FIG. 11B.
0170 When a user selects to add a new shortcut bar, the

user interface 117 provides the processor 120 with the user's
selection. The processor 120 provides the user interface 117
with data to display a new shortcut bar overlay, as shown in
FIG. 11C. The functionality of the user interface 117 with
respect to the new shortcut bar overlay is the same as the
functionality with respect to the edit shortcut bar overlay.
Thus, for the sake of brevity, FIG. 11C will not be described
in greater detail.
0171 When a user selects to duplicate a new shortcut bar,
the user interface 117 provides the processor 120 with the
user's selection. The processor 120 provides the user inter
face 117 with data to display a duplicate shortcut bar overlay,
as shown in FIG. 11D. The functionality of the user interface
117 with respect to the new shortcut bar overlay is the same as
the functionality with respect to the edit shortcut bar overlay.
Thus, for the sake of brevity, FIG. 11D will not be described
in greater detail.
0172. The processor 120 saves the duplicated shortcut bar
in the data storage 125 whena user presses a save button 1114.
The shortcut manager 121 manages the storage of the shortcut
bars.

of time from a last restart to a next restart. The contents of the

recently used tab 1115a may be sorted with a most recently
used dashboard module at the top.
(0176 A content area 1120 of each tab contains a title icon
grid with icons for each type of shortcut that is available
within that category.
(0177. In the add shortcut overlay shown in FIG. 11E, the
user interface 117 displays a list of application shortcuts in the
content area 1120. When a user selects a shortcut to add, the

processor 120 adds the shortcut to the shortcut bar and pro
vides the user interface 117 to display an update shortcut bar
with the selected shortcut bar in either the new/duplicate
shortcut bar overlay or edit shortcut bar overlay.
0.178 Example embodiments being thus described, it will
be obvious that the same may be varied in many ways. Such
variations are not to be regarded as a departure from the spirit
and scope of example embodiments, and all such modifica
tions as would be obvious to one skilled in the art are intended

to be included within the scope of the claims.
What is claimed is:

1. A method for generating a touch screen display, the
method comprising:
establishing a run screen on the touch screen display, the
run screen associated with a function of a work vehicle;

configuring the run screen with a retractable toolbar, the
retractable toolbarresponsive to an action of a user of the
touch screen display and deployable over a first portion
of the run screen upon the action of the user and other
wise hiding to display a second portion of the run screen,
the second portion of the run screen being at least a
majority portion of the run screen; and
defining one or more transient user-definable buttons on
the retractable toolbar associated with at least one of the
function and the run screen.

2. The method of claim 10, further comprising:
deploying the retractable toolbar over the first portion of
the run screen upon the action of the user.
3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the toolbar
disappears after a timer initiated at the time of deployment
expires Such that the second portion of the run screen is
displayed.
4. The method according to claim 2, wherein the toolbar
disappears if the user activates a retraction of the retractable
toolbar.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the toolbar
disappears prior to an expiration of a timer initiated at a time
of the deploying, if the user activates a retract button on the
retractable toolbar.

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein the establish
ing the run screen includes,
allocating high priority status data associated with the
function to a region other than the first portion of the run
Screen, and
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allocating lower priority status data associated with the
function to first portion of the run screen.
7. The method according to claim 1, wherein the defining
includes,

selecting the user-definable buttons from at least one of a
list and a menu based on status data displayed on the run
SCC.

8. The method according to claim 1, wherein the defining
includes,

selecting the user-definable buttons from a list of options
that are consistent with a vehicle profile of the vehicle.
9. The method according to claim 8, wherein the vehicle
profile is stored in a data storage device associated with the
display.
10. The method of claim 8, wherein the defining includes,
accessing the list of options through a vehicle data bus, the
data bus being one of a CAN data bus and an ISO data
bus.

11. The method according to claim 1, wherein the defining
includes,

selecting the user definable buttons from a list of options
consistent with a profile of the user.
12. The method of claim 11, wherein the profile of the user
includes at least one of a skill level of the user and an autho
rization level of the user.

13. The method of claim 12, wherein the defining includes,
accessing the list of options through a vehicle data bus, the
data bus being one of a CAN data bus and an ISO data
bus.
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14. The method of claim 1, wherein the retractable toolbar

is responsive to the user touching a virtual button on the
display.
15. The method of claim 14, further comprising:
deploying and retracting the retractable toolbar based on
the user touching the virtual button.
16. The method of claim 1, wherein the touch screen dis

play includes a reserved area of display, the retractable tool
bar deployable over a portion of the reserved area.
17. The method of claim 16, wherein the reserved area is

480 pixels by 480 pixels.

18. The method of claim 1, wherein the function is one of

planting, plowing, spraying and harvesting.
19. A data processor configured to generate a display on a
touch screen display, the data processor configured to
establish a run screen on the touch screen display, the run
Screen associated with a function of a work vehicle:

configure the run screen with a retractable toolbar, the
retractable toolbarresponsive to an action of a user of the
touch screen display and deployable over a first portion
of the run screen upon the action of the user and other
wise hiding to display a second portion of the run screen,
the second portion of the run screen being at least a
majority portion of the run screen; and
define one or more transient user-definable buttons on the
retractable toolbar associated with at least one of the
function and the run screen.
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